
Licensing Renewals 
 
 
The eStar has been providing you with information about the 2020 Licensing Renewal Process for several weeks now.  If 

a significant portion of your business is advisory, the review process to verify which states you need to renew this year 

will be a little more involved than it has been in previous years.  However, the cost savings may be significant, so taking 

the time to go through the steps needed to verify which licenses you need to renew and which ones to terminate is an 

important project. 

Per the 2020 Licensing Renewals info page – “To terminate a state securities registration, you must not have any open 

commissionable registrations in that state.”  

To determine which category is appropriate for each state you will need to run a report 
Within Reports>Office>Client by Rep 
Be sure to check Include Splits if you have multiple rep codes so you can generate data on one report 
In the Include drop down select Open Records 
In the Sort By drop down select State 
Report format select CSV for maximum functionality 

At the far right of the spreadsheet there will be a column that identifies the accounts as Commission or Advisory.  
 

We did a preliminary review from the OSJ level and identified a couple of issues that you need to be aware of when 

reviewing the data. 

Securities America added a Compensation Type field earlier this year.  In some instances, all the paperwork 

associated with the bundle is for an advisory account but the Compensation Type says commissions.  We need to get 

these corrected. 

Your spreadsheet will have a Back Office ID referenced on each line.  You can search within update accounts by that 

number to identify what the system is looking at.  In one example the status was PendingReview and when we delved 

into it this was a duplicate bundle coded as commissions looking for a signature date, corrected paperwork was 

approved under a separate BO ID# with the correct compensation type of Advisory so the PendingReview set could be 

closed, removing the need for securities license in that state. 

If an account is listed as open but the account has transferred out you will want to close the account so that the 

client, and subsequently potential state licensing requirement, can be removed from your list. 

 

Other key points of note: 

Every rep associated with a rep code has to be licensed accordingly, not just the participating rep 

Mike has to be licensed in every state any of you are licensed, so if you add or terminate a state, please let our office 

know so that I can make sure he is current as well. 

If you have any questions about the Licensing Renewal Process or verifying which states should be active or termed 

please reach out to our office. 


